The conventional ways of recognizing faces always assume the possession and heavily relies on extensive and representative datasets, but that is not the case in most real-world situations where more often than not, a very limited or even only single sample per person (SSPP) is available which ultimately rendering most face recognition systems to fail severely. This paper proposes a development of face recognition based on a combination of traditional eigenface with artificial neural network (ANN), having the face recognition performance boosted by the classification of discriminant vectors learned from a set of generic samples. The discriminant vectors representing intra-subject and inter-subject variations are learned based on similarities of pairs of generic samples which then used to classify novel intra-subject pairs and inter-subject pairs from probe set and corresponding gallery set. After that, the resulting classification is used to recognize faces by combining it with the expressive ability of eigenface via a voting procedure. The proposed method when tested with FERET and YALE datasets suggests that in face recognition within the SSPP constraints, the performance of the proposed method is better than some state-of-the-art methods.
Introduction
There are several ways to recognize a person from another person. Face, fingerprint, DNA, gait and iris are among biometrics properties that are widely used for person recognition. However, face recognition is the prominent approach due the non-expensive implementation and non-obtrusive nature of the image acquisition which may occur without voluntary subject participation [1, 2] . However, as the face recognition applications expand, it raises another set of challenge entirely due to the difficulty to collect face images. The solution to this problem is to reduce the number of face down to one sample per person. But, many face recognition techniques heavily rely on the number of training samples available. Nevertheless, as a result of using only one training sample per person, most of the established face recognition techniques such as Fisherface [3] and Eigenface [4] will suffer serious performance drop and might as well failed to work completely. In fact we have tested several popular methods such as Eigenface, Support Vector Machines (SVM) [5] , ANN and Fisherface by randomly selecting 50 persons from FERET [6] dataset to see the degree of performance drop suffered caused by SSPP problem. The drop is measured by finding the difference of the performances between single sample per person and nine samples per person. ANN yields 35.6% reduction in performance, SVM is at 10.4%, while Eigenface (PCA) has dropped 16.8% and Fisherface yields 20.5% drop. This result revealed that the difficulty posed by SSPP is in entirety caused by the existence of too many variables but very limited observations when identifying each facial images of a person taken under various views and across different illuminations based on just single full-frontal image. SSPP can be traced back to being considered in the early work of Poggio and colleagues by generating virtual samples [7, 8] . There are several other work in literatures which attempt to analyze SSPP issue such as a review in [9] , or to solve it for instance by using probabilistic matching and motion estimation [10] [11] [12] ; learning the subspace that represented each individual by representing the face subspace with Self-organizing Maps (SOM) [13] ; using Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to interpret facial features and synthesize realistic frontal face images [14, 15] ; employs feature selection process on the extracted eigenfaces [16] ; using Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) based on Fisherface [17] and components [18] ; and Projection-Combined PCA ((PC) 2 A) by acquiring more information from the original face via combining the original image with its projection map [19, 20] .
The PCA and Fisher's LDA are two of the most prominent subspace approach in feature extraction process in face recognition. While Fisherface produces a discriminant features, Eigenface on the other hand represent face in expressive features of low dimensional subspace with maximum data variance. LDA based algorithm is commonly held as superior than PCA based ones, since LDA has the low-dimensional representation of the objects optimized whereas PCA offers simply object reconstruction [3, 21] . However when there is a limitation on the number of samples available, LDA is not be readily applied and requires measure of the class separability [22] , since the within class scatter matrix, cannot be estimated.
Generic Learning and Discriminant Vectors
Since SSPP problem mainly lies in the learning part of the recognition, it might as well be related to the fundamental of machine learning in broad. According to [23] human did not learn just any particular skills -they also learned the bias such that they learn how to generalize and assume, enabling human to learn and generalize from fewer examples. In fact, other report such as [24] have stated based on psychological experiment results, for the case of face recognition even one sample is sufficient for human to learn from single image and generalize the novel views. It is almost clear that human do learn some biases that help in achieving such brilliant feat. Related to this concept, it also has been shown that using prior knowledge a recognition system trained on only a single example for each class can perform better than that of the one using thousands of training examples per character [25] .
The underlying assumptions in generic learning in the context of face recognition is both the intra-subject variations (corresponding variations between same individual) and the inter-subject variations (corresponding variations between different individual) are exhibited in a similar fashion, and thus can be approximated by estimation of both variations from a generic large and representative population. The discriminant vector which characterizes and is given simply as the intensity difference between pair of images and in Eq. (1) [26] : ( 1 ) Even though the above formulation in Eq. (1) is simple and straight-forward, is a very high dimensional vector and having large degree of freedom due to the fact that can be contributed by several factors such as illumination variations, poses, facial accessories, and facial expressions while is contributed simply by the difference in subject identity. We can exploit the ability of ANN in learning nonlinear relationships to learn prior knowledge of from sufficiently large generic samples consisting inter-subject faces and intra-subject faces. Based on this idea, we propose the use of image similarities between pair of face images in a generic training set trained to learn the , in which each person has one or more than one training sample. The approach of using image similarities for face recognition is readily proven to be viable in [26] where the probability density functions describing for two mutually exclusive and between two facial images are obtained from training data using an eigenspace density estimation technique. The probability density is then used to compute a similarity measure based on the a posteriori probability of membership in the intra-subject class, which is used to rank matches in the database. Similarly, in this paper we used the biased information of to discriminate intra-subject sample from inter-subject sample and thus reducing the number of possible candidates to a person. The candidates are further ranked according to the confidence score for intra-subject class produced by the PCA and eigenface method in order to select the best match from an SSPP gallery. The underlying reason why we use the candidates ranking approach, which is also recommended in [6] , is since only limited samples are available, top one recognition rate is non-satisfactory for a realistic application [16] .
Face Recognition Framework and PCA Overview
For the purpose of SSPP face recognition in this paper, we propose an appearance-based faced recognition which processes the face image holistically using PCA and eigenface, while utilizing biased knowledge from a trained ANN. We use a generic set consists of two classes of images; consisting set of paired intra-subject images and consisting set of paired inter-subject images. The generic sets images can be denoted as where is -th pair of inter-subject or intra-subject face image. This generic training set can be collected from any face dataset that exhibits variations similar to the variations of faces to be tested. Another set called gallery images, consisting only single fully frontal image (with neutral face expression preferred) per person where the person in gallery set strictly does not belong to the persons in generic set such that Images in gallery images can be denoted as where is face image of -th person. Another set of images which is specifically for testing is called probe set , where it consists of novel images of same person as in gallery set following the closed universe scheme [6] . Images in probe images can be denoted as where is -th novel view in probe set. The total number of samples used in these 3 sets follows that identities in probe sets should be equal to number of identities in gallery sets, , then , , and based on experimental evidence, optimum generic set size should follow . Any value higher does not produce significant increase in classification performance that justifies the inevitable longer training time.
Each face image in all sets is represented by a column vector , where with the vector length, equal to where is the width and is the height of the image. Each image is in grayscale and scaled to the size of 60 pixels 60 pixels. The images are then pre-processed with the histogram equalization to reduce the variations in illumination.. The face recognition (FR) system later will attempt to recognize pair of all face images from probe set and gallery set to determine whether they are intra-subject pair or inter-subject pair and later assigns confidence scores to them based on the framework illustrated in Fig. 1 . In this work, we use PCA for both dimensionality reduction of D and for computing the principle components of sample covariance matrix based on eigenface method. The covariance matrix of vectors D is given by Eq. (2), following the formulation in [4] . ( 2 ) where is the mean of all discriminant vectors. Similarly, for determining the covariance matrix for calculating eigenfaces, the discriminant vector in Eq. (2) is replaced by image intensity . The maximum generated signatures or features are denoted as . The traditional eigenface cannot work properly in SSPP condition because the first generated eigenfaces does not only contain but also which could affect classification. Therefore we use supervised ANN with scaled conjugate gradient algorithm [27] and train it with populations of generic discriminant vectors in order to discriminate between intra-subject faces and inter-subject faces using the a priori obtained from paired images in the generic set. Output neurons of ANN will produce higher output response to intra-subject face pairs as opposed to intersubject face pairs, i.e. when the input face pairs have the vector and . The sum of is compared against a fixed threshold which is pre-determined prior the training process to classify . The classification is carried out as in Eq. (3) while the assigned ANN confidence score can be determined from Eq. (4). This classification process by assigning is based on image similarities matching (classification of intra-subject pair from inter-subject pair ).
On the other hand, in the eigenface approach, new faces from probe test set is recognized by projecting them into the subspace spanned by the eigenfaces of gallery images and then classify the new faces by comparing their positions in eigenspace with the positions of faces from gallery images [4] , which in this case we use the Euclidean distance. Then the eigenface confidence scores and total confidence score , can be formulated from Eq. (5) and Eq. (6) respectively. (5) ( 6 ) where is the Euclidean distance between features of probe image and gallery image , where . Voting coefficients and is used to manipulate the voting proportion between the scores of and . If or the FR will be reverted back to only using Eigenface method. We set the scores in such a way that and . The total number of confidence scores assigned to the gallery images, is equal to . The ranking is then assigned to each candidate image in gallery based on the probability of it bearing the same identity to a single image in probe set given by the total confidence score . Higher total confidence score indicates higher probability thus will result in higher rank of a gallery image. The voting process is illustrated in Fig.2 . 
Experiment Setup
For experiments carried out in this paper, we use FERET and Extended Yale Face Database B (YALE) [28] datasets and have the images in these datasets partitioned into a few smaller sets that suit the proposed method. All the images are passed to the face detector based on Haar Cascades [29] , to crop the face images. We did not implement any type of further dataset manipulation such as masking or normalization based on eye/nose/mouth positions in order to illustrate the capability of bias knowledge learned by ANN from generic samples. The FERET database is then partitioned into 7 generic sets for training and 3 probe sets for testing. Among the 7 generic sets, FERET Set A-E contain intra-subject and inter-subject training pairs of only frontal images, with several variations such as illumination, facial expressions, scales and time of photo taken between them (duplicates photo -dup1 and dup2 [6] ). The only difference between them is the number of images in each set. Meanwhile, the other two, FERET Set E and F contain different number of training images that covers a wider range of variations and also include diverse poses. The Probe Set frontal contains only frontal images exhibiting similar variations to FERET Set A-E, while Probe Set mixed A and mixed B are much more complex probe sets than frontal, containing not only images with variations exhibited in Probe Set frontal but also images with different poses. The difference between Probe Set mixed A and mixed B is the number of images in each set.
Meanwhile the YALE dataset is partitioned into YALE Set and Probe Set YALE, containing images affected by heavy illumination variations from different angle of light sources and also exhibiting different poses. In order to form a gallery set for each probe set, for each person in probe sets, we randomly selected one frontal image and put them in the gallery set thus automatically making the number of images in the matching gallery set equal to the number of identities in probe sets . The parameters describing all the generic and probe sets used in the experiment such as variations types and numbers of images in each set are summarized in Table 1 . The number of facial features, used in all experiments for PCA projection follows our finding that optimal result obtained when . 
Results and Discussion
The performance of the proposed method is compared to the Eigenface (PCA) method [4] , ANN [27] , the (PC) 2 A method as proposed in [20] , SVM [5] and Fisherface [3] . Before we do the performance comparison, first we illustrate the effect of generic sample selection on the matching of image pairs based on exhibited variations by measuring the correct classification of intra-subject pairs and inter-subject pairs as well as the face recognition performance in all probes sets. As shown in Table 2 , for Probe Set frontal, the almost all generic sets give more than 0.9 correct classification measured in True Acceptance Rate (TAR) on intra-subject pairs and inter-subject pairs but FERET Set A gives the best performance in face recognition, measured in rank-3 match. Since the variations exhibited in Probe Set frontal is also subset of variations in generic sets FERET Set F and G, the result met our expectation that both generic sets gives similar performance with FERET Set A on face recognition. In terms of effect of number of images in generic sets, since FERET Set A possessed a higher number of images, it gives slightly higher recognition rate than FERET Set B, C, D and E. Still, it is interesting to note that, FERET Set E which contains a much smaller number of images is able to a give a good performance on face recognition. It demonstrates that the performance does not only dependent on the number of generic images, but also on the representativeness of the variations in generic sets to the variations in probe set used. Another significant finding is that even though YALE Set is entirely a different set from Probe Set frontal, it does contain some variations exhibited in that probe set thus it is able to give quite a good result. Table 2 . Rate of classification of intra-subject pair and inter-subject pair , and Rank-3 FR rate for FERET Probe Set frontal using different generic sets
Results
Probe Set frontal The previous statement also proves another point which is when the discrimination in generic sets is not representative enough, the expressiveness in eigenface method could correct the final face recognition result via the voting process. This effect of representativeness of generic set is further proven in experiment using more challenging probes sets as shown in Table 3 . According to Fig.3 , for Probe Set mixed A and Probe Set mixed B the best classification of and is obtained from using FERET Set F, which despite exhibiting similar variations as in FERET Set G, it has a slightly higher number of images. Meanwhile, for FERET Set A and YALE set which does not contain all the variations exhibited in Probe Set mixed A and Probe Set mixed B, the results are lower. Additionally, it is also noted that for Probe Set YALE, the best result is obtained from generic YALE set since the other generic sets do not contain the variations exhibited in Probe Set YALE. Using the best performing generic samples, we compare the face recognition performance with other methods. As the result in Fig.3 implies, our prosed method outperforms other tested methods in all probes sets. In the test using rather simple probe, the Probe Set frontal, our method slightly outperforms other methods especially in earlier rank match, including Rank-1 match. In fact, for all four probes sets, our method gives the best Rank-1 match as compared to other methods tested.
For instance we can see in Fig.3 that as the complexity of the probe set grows, the difference in performance becomes greater, where in Probe Set mixed A, starting after Rank-15, our method is constantly 5%-6% better than Eigenface and SVM method, while it is more than 20% better than (PC) 2 A and Fisherface. In Probe Set mixed B, starting from Rank-10, our method gives around 15% better performance than Eigenface and SVM, and 25% more than (PC) 2 A and Fisherface. The same case also observed in Probe Set YALE, where in Rank-1, the result is 7% higher than Eigenface, and the difference in performance increases rapidly as the rank increases.
Eigenface method is proven to be able to project faces for reconstruction from a low dimensional basis but discriminatively that is not optimal. Thus the discrimination yielded beforehand by the discriminant vector is the main factor of the good performance produced by this method. The main advantage of this method as opposed to other methods, especially the one that does not use generic learning is that there is no need for online estimation of any additional vectors or parameters from the probe and gallery set. The features from probe and gallery set do not modify the bias knowledge and are used only when obtaining the discriminant vectors during the actual recognition phase, i.e. the system only need to have the knowledge on the generic sets and then adapt the biased knowledge on the collected test images. However, as shown by the results, the face recognition performance is highly dependent on the representativeness of variations in the generic sets. For a good result, the generic set should represent most of the variations exhibited by the test images. Thus, it is important to define the generic set carefully according to the environment where the test images are collected. As the training of the generic set is done off-line, it is possible to obtain a personalized and representative generic set tailored to the need of test environment. Also as an added flexibility to this method is there is explicitly no need for recalculation of discriminant vectors even though new samples are added in gallery set, given that the new samples are collected in the similar environment with the current samples.
It is also important to mention that we find it imperative to investigate the relationship between generic sample size and large-scale probe set, i.e. the number of generic samples needed to sufficiently accommodate variations of a specific large number of test images in multiple environments. In future, we will also try to produce a comprehensive experimentation on the relationship of the voting coefficients and the performance of the face recognition in a wider variations scale. This combination or fusion method also should be explored further to determine its viability with other methods other than eigenface alone.
Conclusion
In this paper we introduced a face recognition method based on fusion of ANN and eigenface by learning the discriminant vectors from generic sets when only a single sample per person is available. The discriminant vectors learnt can be used to decide whether a pair of facial images exhibit intra-subject or inter-subject variations. The resulting classification is further enhanced by eigenface method based on voting process. It has been shown by experimentation using FERET and YALE datasets that the proposed method performs better than the traditional eigenface method, as well as several other state-of-the-art methods in single sample per person scenario.
